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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi! My name is Blaide Woodburn. I am a third year PhD Candidate at the University of North Carolina and I am currently interning with the Innovation Advisors at RTI. First, I’d like to thank the organizers for providing me with the opportunity to share my work from this summer. Over the next few slides, I’ll be introducing some of the duties associated with the RTI Innovations Advisors, the projects I’ve been a part of, and new skills that I’ve acquired throughout the course of this internship. Thanks for reading!



Innovation Advisors Perform a Variety of Tasks for a Diverse Client 
Base
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Technology 
Commercialization

Landscaping

Ideation

 RTI Innovation Advisors (IA) 
assist a diverse portfolio of 
clients in a wide range of 
industries including Consumer 
Products, Health, Food and 
Agriculture, and Water.

 IA facilitates Strategic 
Innovation, helps client’s Go-
To-Market with their products, 
and can providing meaningful 
Insights into a specific 
field/market.

 As an IA Intern, I have 
primarily been involved in Go-
To-Market and Insight related 
projects.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Innovation Advisors are an in-house consultancy that resides within the larger RTI enterprise. Innovation Advisors work with RTI groups as well as outside groups on a contract/project basis to help them solve a wide range of multi-variable problems that span fields and disciplines. IA facilitates Strategic Innovation, helps clients Go-To-Market with their products, and provides meaningful Insights into a specific field/market. As an IA Intern, I have primarily been involved in Go-To-Market and Insight related projects, helping NASA with Technology Commercialization and providing three commercial clients with Insights to inform their in-house decision making. 



Technology Commercialization for NASA
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Image courtesy of NASA: 
https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/arc-15578-2.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first project I worked on was creating a Technology Opportunity Assessment Sheet for NASA. RTI IA works closely with NASA to help them identify technologies with high commercialization potential. This process starts with NASA researchers developing the technology and submitting it to the NASA Technology Transfer Office (TTO). The NASA TTO then provides RTI with the background necessary to perform a deep opportunity assessment for the technology. One portion of the opportunity assessment is identifying potential licensures for the technology. To help facilitate this process I was responsible for distilling the wealth of knowledge within the opportunity assessment completed by a Senior Innovation Advisor into an informative, yet accessible brochure-like document. 

https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/arc-15578-2.pdf


Landscaping: Shallow Snorkeling and Deep Dives
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 Clients approach Innovation 
Advisors (IA) with a specific 
interest, but need a broader 
perspective or more granularity.

 IA conducts extensive secondary 
research on the area of interest 
that includes regulations, scientific 
validity, trends, technologies, key 
opinion leaders, market 
opportunity, and costs.

 I was responsible for distilling 
regulation information, profiling 
technologies and helping facilitate 
Mind Mapping sessions and 
interviews with industry experts.

Landscaping Overview
Client

Client A                Client B
Topic

Approach 
Interviews with industry 
experts

Mind Mapping

Secondary Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For IA, one of the most important skills is the ability to acquire and distill reliable information that can inform company decisions. Clients approach IA with a specific interest, but may need a broader perspective or more granularity regarding that topic. IA conducts extensive secondary research on the area of interest that includes regulations, scientific validity, trends, technologies, key opinion leaders, market opportunity, cost, and many other variables. I was responsible for distilling regulation information, profiling technologies and helping facilitate Mind Mapping sessions and interviews with industry experts. Mind Mapping is a tool that provides users an easy way to brainstorm thoughts organically without worrying about order and structure. It allows for visual structure to help with analysis and recall. Overall, landscaping has been a humbling experience that has improved by ability to perform efficient and effective secondary research. 



Ideation: Providing the Resources Necessary for Informed 
Thought
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 After landscaping, conducted 
ideation sessions with clients 
to identify overarching areas 
of interest, market 
opportunities, or pain points.

 Utilized multiple different tools 
including ThinkTank and 
Mural.

 I was responsible for helping 
facilitate and contribute to 
sessions and transforming 
resulting data into more 
quantitative graphics.

ThinkTank Session

Mural Session

Client A Client B

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After landscaping, IA often conducts ideation sessions with clients to identify overarching areas of interest, market opportunities, or pain points. In a sense, IA aims to facilitate informed thought within the client space, empowering them to innovate. We used multiple different tools, all new to me, to facilitate these breakout sessions. ThinkTank is a cloud-based, intelligent stakeholder engagement platform used to guide teams through structured collaboration to gain alignment, drive decision-making, and arrive at higher quality outcomes – essentially, ThinkTank allows the moderator to ask questions, collect the responses of all participants (and participants can comment on each other’s answers), and then answers can be logged and organized into specific categories that give users the opportunity to transform that data into an actionable format. Mural sessions function similarly, although instead of questions, Mural sessions have overarching themes and sub categories where users use sticky notes to organize their thoughts. Within these ideation sessions, I was responsible for helping facilitate, offering my own ideas, and transforming resulting data into more quantitative graphics.Both tools were extremely effective in the client setting. As a visual learner, these are two tools than I’ll employing moving forward in both science and business. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall, my experience as a IA Intern has been wonderful. The work has been exciting, I’ve learned quite a bit, and, most importantly, I’ve (virtually) met numerous enjoyable and supportive people with the IA Team. Thanks for reading!



Thank you
Contact: Blaide Woodburn | email: internships@rti.org
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